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Bioshelter design research at New Alchemy weaves together four strong threads of the Institute's work:
solar energy, agriculture, aquaculture and ecology. Sitting at the center of this web has been exciting and
heady stuff for those of us on the Bioshelter design research team. In this article I will try to summarize
our findings over the past year.
For the initiate wondering what a Bioshelter is, and for the rest of us who need reminding of our recent
roots, let me sketch out a definition. We use the terms Ark and Bioshelter interchangeably. Both describe
totally solar-heated, food-producing greenhouses. Earle Barnhart coined and John Todd popularized the
term "Ark" to describe New Alchemy's largest Bioshelter projects to date: the Prince Edward Island Ark,
built in 1975; and the Cape Cod Ark, constructed in 1976. The buildings were designed by The New
Alchemy Institute, in conjunction with David Bergmark and Ole Hammarlund of Solsearch Architects. Ark
has many accurate connotations for both buildings; it suggests the wide diversity of plants and animals
safely held in a "ship" that proudly sails through winter winds and the storms of future resource scarcity.
The fame of both buildings is widespread and will not be belabored here. Underlying concepts and research
results have been elaborated in the Annual Journal of the New Alchemists #2 through #7 (note in
particular, Journal #6's "From Our Experience; Three Years Abroad the Cape Cod Ark" ). The term
"Bioshelter" was coined by Day Charoudi, co-inventor of the infrared-reflective film HEAT MIRROR. (much
more on HEAT MIRROR and TEFLON later). Bioshelter alludes to a climatic envelope that protects tender
green plants and tropical organisms from frost and ice. Both terms, Ark and Bioshelter, distinguish
themselves from the commonly-used phrase Solar Greenhouse. This is not so much to avoid the nitpicker
who asks "aren't all greenhouses solar-heated to some degree?" but rather to emphasize that Arks and
Bioshelters are unique because they are well integrated ecological wholes, quite unlike conventional
greenhouses with single objectives and compartmentalized functions (with heating furnaces, NPK
fertilizers, sterile soil, pesticides, bottled carbon dioxide gas, and monocrops). The role of water
symbolizes the contrast between conventional greenhouses and Bioshelters. In conventional greenhouses
there is no standing water, while in Bioshelters, silos of water (known as solar algae ponds) store solar
heat, raise fish protein, and supply warm fertile water to hydroponic and terrestrial agriculture.
Back to design research: in their own way, everyone at New Alchemy has been doing significant Bioshelter
research this past year: the agriculturists exploring biological pest control methods, the aquaculturists
expanding Carl Baum's initial (and highly successful) hydroponics work, the wind researchers investigating
applications that include auxiliary power for bioshelters, and the educators and administrators who
communicate what is known and sense the public pulse about what is needed. This article, however, will
focus on one large subcategory of Bioshelter research: the design of the climatic envelope, the structural
covering that encloses the goodies.
The Prince Edward Island and Cape Cod Arks, while highly successful research and demonstration projects,
have two shortcomings that discourage widespread propagation of the essence of the Arks: relatively high
cost and moderately short life. In current prices, the custom-built Arks would cost about $40 per square

foot to build. Because of moisture and subsequent wood rot, neither Ark may stand longer than fifteen to
twenty years without major structural overhauling. The Bioshelter design team immediately began to
search for approaches to climatic envelopes that could reduce cost and increase longevity, while
maintaining or improving performance. In construction, there are two major categories of costs: labor and
materials. Modular structural techniques minimize labor (if designed correctly), and lightweight coverings
minimize both materials and shipping costs. We started to imagine thousand square foot structures that
could be built in a day, freeing time for people to concentrate on the design of the interior biological
systems (focusing on the ultimate objective, rather than getting caught up in the structural covering).
In trying to cut costs, there were two performance indices (in addition to longevity) that could not be
compromised, and preferably would be improved: interior temperature and light levels. For good bioshelter
design, maximum possible sunlight gain during winter low-light periods is at least as critical as keeping
temperatures above forty degrees F. Even in cool greenhouses, plants seem more light-limited than chilled.
As Joe Seale has pointed out, a ten percent increase in sunlight transmission during low-light periods may
increase plant growth by more than ten percent. If the plants' photosynthesis is barely covering basal
respiration needs from the sunlight available, then any additional sunlight would contribute to net growth,
creating a large fractional increase in net growth. Figure 1 illustrates this point.
Hypothetical Plant Photosynthesis, Respiration and Growth
as a Function of Subsaturation Light Intensities
(A small increase in light can yield
a big increase in plant growth)

One of our first questions early on was: "how does building shape affect interior temperatures and light? "
Joe Seale and I set out to build a computer simulation model to answer this question. Computer
simulations are much cheaper than building dozens of full-scale prototypes, and relatively reliable if the
model's assumptions are reasonable. (See Journal #7, "Modelling and Design of Future Bioshelters," for the
model's basic assumptions and methodology.) One of our most important assumptions was that 15-20 %
of the floor space would be devoted to heat-storing, fish culture silos.
Because geodesic domes were in the back of our minds as an extremely efficient, modular and
lightweight building approach, we first investigated clear triple-glazed domes of various
height/diameter ratios. The results can be reported simply: shallow domes are warmer and
darker; higher aspect domes (e.g. a hemisphere) are colder, sunnier and "swingier" (wider
day-night temperature fluctuations). Shallow domes are darker because they lack steep
south-facing glazing to catch lowangle winter sunlight. High aspect domes are colder because
they have more surface area to lose heat from. A 3/8 aspect (height/diameter) dome looks like a
good compromise.
Next we investigated the barrel vault or Quonset shape. Geodesic engineer Joseph Clinton
assured us that geodesics need not be limited to truncated spheres. Malcolm Wells, in
collaboration with John Todd, had already sketched a fluid curving barrel vault form that
undulated gently across the landscape. (Side note: we are still looking for tough, long-lived and
highly light-transmissive cloth to cover such a structure.) The barrel vault shape, with its long

axis running east-west, maximizes surfaces with high solar gain. As a totally clear structure, the
Quonset shape performs slightly better than the clear 3/8 dome, both in terms of light and
temperature.

Figure 2.
Hurt or Barrel Vault Geodesic Structure

Example of a Quonset

Figure 3. Malcolm Wells Conception of a Barrel Vault Bioshelter with a Flexible East-West Axis

Entirely clear structures may receive a lot of light, but all the heat-leaking glazing surfaces hurt thermal
performance. So, in our computer simulations we began to insulate the north side. Our first big surprise
was that a little bit of opaque insulation (15 % of the total building surface) with a reflective interior
surface actually increased indoor light levels (not to mention temperatures). Those steep north sides,
when glazed, were actually losing more sunlight entering the building from the south than gaining diffuse
light from the northern sky. Beyond 10-20 % opaque insulation, light levels began to drop off again while
temperatures continued to increase until opaque areas reached 40-50 % of the total area. These results
are summarized in Figures 4 and 5.

Figure 4
Note The graphs assume triple glazing and no night curtain.

Figure 5.

We also tested A-frame shapes, and the computer model predicted even better thermal
performance than Quonset shapes. However, the model did not handicap the A-frame in three
ways that we think are very important:
1. A-frames thermally stratify, thereby increasing heat loss and reducing heat storage at ground
level; whereas the curved domes and Quonsets encourage donut- or sausage- shaped air
currents that minimize temperature stratification.
2. A-frames are not aerodynamically shaped - they maximize
wind drag, turbulence, windward/leeward pressure differ
ences, and subsequent air infiltration and heat loss;
whereas domes and Quonsets encourage gentle laminar air
flow around them (and lots of wind lift as opposed to wind
drag - the reason you have to tie domes down securely).
3. A-frames require heavier structural framing - hence shad
ing - than geodesic buildings.
In a nutshell, we don't think A-frames are better than barrel vault shapes even though our computer says
so (computers "think" very simplistically).
The structures examined up to this point are pure passively solar heated structures (no moving parts).
One moving part I gladly welcome is an insulating night curtain. The computer model has not yet explored
night curtains systematically, applied to the generic bioshelter forms. The model, in a slightly altered state,
has evaluated night curtains for a solar greenhouse/wastewater treatment plant designed by Lombardo
and Associates (Boston) for Woodstock, New York. Even R-2 insulating shades created drastic
improvements in thermal performance.

To avoid moving parts altogether, we did look at Southwall Corporation's HEAT MIRROR, an infrared
reflective film. If incorporated as the middle layer of three glazings, it reduces light levels and improves
temperatures significantly. We want to experiment more with it, to see if the inert gas inside the pillow
panels can prevent long-term corrosion/degradation of the HEAT MIRROR (this film is typically sealed
safely between the thermopane glass). We also want to make sure that HEAT MIRROR is not cutting out
any wavelengths of visible light critical to plant growth, flowering, or fruiting. For energy conservation in
most buildings, HEAT MIRROR shows great promise. For Bioshelters, we need more experimentation and
perhaps slightly different HEAT MIRROR formulations.
Enough computer modelling (thought you all should get the latest technical findings) - onward to reality,
and thence to art. Most of our year was actually spent designing and building a beautiful prototype of a
modular, mass producible climatic envelope - a 3/8 aspect, three-frequency, alternate-icosa pillow panel
dome (Pillow Dome), framed with aluminum tubing and glazed with DuPont's long-lived, highly
light-transmissive TEFZEL film. J. Baldwin, originator of the Pillow Dome concept, and Joe Seale have
described the technical thinking behind this structure in this issue and the previous two issues of the
Quarterly. I would like to add just one important point: support from the National Endowment for the Arts
Design Arts Program has encouraged us to look beyond the technical, and explore the aesthetic potential
of our design prototype. Many people spent many hours in and around the dome, discussing and sketching
(on paper, in sand and gravel) interior and exterior design possibilities. None of us have the chutzpah to
call ourselves professional artists, yet we almost instinctively sought to complement the spherical
orderliness of the dome shell with curving, spiralling forms, and balanced randomness (the "sensitive
chaos") of the natural world. Photographs, drawings, and these flimsy words cannot adequately portray
the result or the process of getting there; we invite all to visit. In the end, perhaps, we have created a
design perspective that looks toward the cosmos, while cradling the earth, air, sun, and water in which life
can transform itself, and spring forth.
John Wolfe

